
The Eating Disorder C liff
Earlier in this book, we compared embracing recovery to jumping out of 
an airplane and trusting that your parachute will open. This time, 
consider that disordered eating is a cli!. “Come over here. I can help 
you,” the cli! called out to me. With such a promise and the beautiful 
view, I walked on over. And so I began living my life at the edge of the 
eating disorder cli!. As long as I could stay balanced on the edge, I felt in 
control—I was okay. But the cli! kept promising more and more, so I 
always got closer to the edge, eventually tumbling o! to the rocky 
ground below—fully relapsing into disordered-eating behaviors. (The 
view doesn’t look so great when you are plunging uncontrollably to the 
hard bottom.) Despite the falls, time and time again, I would pick myself 
up o! the ground and walk right back to the alluring edge. Sometimes, I 
said that I wouldn’t—never again—but I did. Maybe I was vulnerable to 
developing an eating-disorder cli! in the first place partly because I was 
born with personality traits like perfectionism and high anxiety. This was 
true, I realized, but I also learned that it couldn’t be an excuse. Not 
anymore. (I was not born with an eating disorder but rather with these 
traits—an important di!erence.) To fully heal, I had to start taking 
purposeful steps away from the cli!. I stopped focusing on numbers like 
weight and calories. I promised to eat every day no matter what—a huge 
step. When I began utilizing my perfectionistic trait in a positive way, 
rather than using it to beat myself up, I made a gigantic leap. Harnessing 
the good in perfectionism means that I am driven. And I took yet 
another step when I became aware of my tendency toward anxiety and 
learned how not only to cope with it but also to refine it for good: I am 
dynamic! Today, I look around and see no cli! in sight. Sure, I might still 
stumble in life when di"culties arise, but I hit solid ground and stand 
back up again. I can’t tumble o! the cli! when it is nowhere near—and 
neither can you.                    

                                                                                                                                

Jenni Schaefer is a singer/songwriter, speaker, and author of Life Without Ed 
and Goodbye Ed, Hello Me. Visit JenniSchaefer.com. Connect with her at 
Twitter.com/JenniSchaefer and Facebook.com/LifeWithoutEd.
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